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NOTIFICATION
KEAM 2023 

PROVISIONAL RANK LIST FOR ADMISSION TO ARCHITECTURE
COURSE- 2023  PUBLISHED 

         The Provisional Rank Lists for admission to Architecture (B.Arch) course
2023 are published on the website of the Commissioner for Entrance
Examinations www.cee.kerala.gov.in.  Candidates can view the Rank List by
clicking the menu item ‘ Provisional Rank List’  in ‘KEAM 2023 - Candidate
Portal’. 

The rank list for admission to Architecture (B.Arch) course has been
prepared by giving equal weightage to the score obtained in the National Aptitude
Test in Architecture (NATA) conducted by the Council of Architecture and to the
marks/grades obtained in Qualifying Examination by the candidates as envisaged
in clause 9.7.4 (c) of the Prospectus.  

 The results of some of the candidates in the above Rank list have been
withheld due to the defects in their application or due to other reasons. The results
of such candidates will be released as and when the reasons for withholding their
results are cleared.  

The inclusion of a candidate in the rank list does not entitle him/her for
admission to the courses unless he/she satisfies all the conditions of eligibility as
prescribed in the Prospectus. Candidates will be admitted to the courses only if
the academic eligibility conditions as prescribed in the Prospectus under Clause
6.2 are fulfilled at the time of admission. This will be verified by the college
authorities concerned, at the time of admission.  Those who have any genuine
complaints regarding the Provisional Rank List shall sent it through the e-mail
ceekinfo.cee@kerala.gov.in on or before 30.07.2023, 10.00 AM.  

All candidates should frequently visit the website of the Commissioner for
Entrance Examinations for latest updates and notifications regarding rank list and
allotments. 
Helpline number: 0471- 2525300
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